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BAUHAUS CAPITAL PARTNERS LAUNCHES BAUHAUS CAPITAL DO BRASIL ITS FIRST INTERNATIONAL 

SUBSUDIARY LOCATED IN THE CITY OF BELO HORIZONTE BRAZIL 

 
 
Madrid/Belo Horizonte, April 1, 2013. The new energy and 
infrastructure investment bank, Bauhaus Capital Partners 
(BCP), has chosen the dynamic city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
to open its first subsidiary as part of its strategic plan to 
expand internationally with local offices.  BCP will now be 
able to offer additional local value by providing insightful 
financial advisory and fund raising services at the highest 
level based on a global intelligence network from a world 
class team of professionals through its Global Partners to 
bring global knowledge of markets and investments to its 
clients.  
 
Bolstered by the positive experience and growth of the past 
years in the field of advising, financial and investment 
brokering services, in spite of the adverse economic 
environment, the firm has decided that the moment is well 
timed for the launching as the market is demanding more 
integrated and efficient in-house investment services with a 
global reach but also a local presence and know-how. 
 
Brazil has been showing double digit growth and a stable 
Real for a number of years now and the government has 
announce plans for investing R$489 billion in 
infrastructures in the period from 2013 to 2016 alone 
through its national development bank, BNDES. This figure 
includes R$166 billion in energy developments alone. 
 

Luciano Murta the recently appointed General Manager of 
the operations in Brazil declared, “We are very excited to be 
opening the subsidiary at this time as we have been 
expressly supported and encouraged by local public 

administrations and industry associations. Our clients have 
also reacted very enthusiastically.” 
 
The Brazilian subsidiaries target industry sectors in will be: 

 

 Waste to Energy (WTE)/Waste to Biofuels (WTB) 

 Biomass to Energy and Biofuels (pellets etc.) 

 Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) 

 Wind Energy 

 Solar Photovoltaic Energy 

 Hydroelectric  

 Thermoelectric 

 LNG Liquefaction and Re-gasification Projects 

 Petrochemical Projects 

 Coal 

 Refineries 

 Oil & Gas Pipelines 

 Transmission and Distribution 

 Mining 

 Rail 

 Selective oil & gas (e.g. gas storage, LNG and gas 

pipelines) 

 

Javier Herrero, CEO of Bauhaus Capital Partners also added 
“Our entire global staff is very excited about this opening 
which marks the beginning of what is hoped to be a number 
of new offices worldwide”.

 
 
About Bauhaus Capital (www.bauhauscp.com)  
 
Bauhaus Capital Partners Investment Banking is consistently focused on elevating our client’s value by providing insightful advisory and fund 
raising services at the highest level based on a global intelligence network and a world class team of professionals. Bauhaus Capital Partners is 
a full service investment bank that provides financial services in the middle market for both investors and companies specific to the New 
Energy and Infrastructure markets. The firm  typically works with private or public equity companies PPPs and projects or funding in the range 
of 20M € to 150M € and targeted to a range of investor profile ranging from industry players, independent power providers and institutional 
investors through to hedge funds, venture capital and family offices. 
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